Q SOLUTIONS
Integrated
Management
Consulting

Q Solutions is a Qatar-based integrated management consulting
firm and a trusted advisor on management decision making
and implementation. We help customers succeed in an
increasingly turbulent and digital world.

WHO
WE ARE
We help customers effectively position and
adapt their businesses to capitalize on key
opportunities and mitigate critical risks
using our integrated analytics, strategy, and
risk management approach.
We serve a broad mix of public, social and
private sector organizations including
startups and corporations.
We provide better value to customers, and
reduce risk in consulting assignments, by
offering technology-facilitated and
standards-based management consulting
services.

Our expertise and trustworthiness
are evidenced by the many
years of helping customers
plan and deliver on their
objectives.
Our consultants affiliations
include professional bodies
such as the IRM, PMI,
DAMA International, ICSA.

Q Solutions’ integrated management consulting methodology and trusted
team help our customers adapt and succeed in an increasingly turbulent
and digital environment.

OUR VISION AND
MISSION

VISION

MISSION

We aspire to be the leading Qatar-based
integrated management consulting
firm helping customers adapt and
succeed in an increasingly turbulent
and digital world.

We aim to provide trusted advice to
customer leadership on decision-making
and implementation, using our integrated
analytics, strategy, and risk management
consulting approach, to help their
organizations adapt and succeed in
an increasingly turbulent and digital
world.

At Q Solutions, we
aspire to be a trusted
advisor by adhering
to our values.

OUR
VALUES

Respect
We deeply respect
our customers,
acknowledge their
superior context
knowledge and seek
their contributions
throughout assignments.

Customer
orientation
We only want what
is right for our
customer and we
always put customer
interests first in
our work.

Intimacy

Transparency

Partnership

We exhibit specific
and constructive
behavior to
develop trust-based
and safe customer
relationships.

We share all
information truthfully
with our customers
in a sensitive and
appropriate manner.

We develop a deep
bond and understanding
of our customers,
and we collaborate
to deliver outcomes
which add real
value to them.

What sets Q Solutions apart
is our ability to provide unique
value to our customers through
several differentiating factors.

HOW WE
ARE DIFFERENT

Focus on
Organizational
Adaptability.

Analytics
and Data
Visualization.

Integrated
Approach to
Consulting

TechnologyFacilitated
Services.

Q Solutions provides trusted advice to customer
leadership on decision-making and implementation
to help their organizations adapt and succeed
in an increasingly turbulent and digital world.

WHAT WE
DO

Implementation
Services

Capability
Services

Strategic initiatives
management.
Process mapping
and QMS implementation.
Performance
measurement and
KPI visualization.

Knowledge transfer.
Competency development.
On-demand competency
solutions.

Advisory
Services
Integrated analytics,
strategy and risk
management.
Digital transformation
strategy.
Business planning.

Startup
Services
Startup coaching and
mentoring.
Go-to-market strategy
development.
Business planning and
feasibility study.
Startup operations
management solutions.

It is the specific people Q Solutions
assigns to customer projects that make
the difference. Selected consultants are
trusted advisors who demonstrate
common virtues.

OUR
PEOPLE

Reliable
They can
be counted
on to deliver
on their
promises.

Passionate

Credible

They are
passionate
about helping
customers
succeed.

Their words
are credible
and reflect
their professional
competence
and authority.

Have
Integrity

Risk-based
thinkers

They demonstrate
sound moral and
ethical principles
at work, and they
have customer’s
best interest at
heart.

They take
potential
outcome
volatility into
account during
decision making
and implementation.

Innovative
They develop new
models and find
new ways of doing
things to help
businesses create
and capture more
value sustainably.

OUR
CLIENTS

Q Solutions serves a broad mix of public,
social and private sector entities in
Qatar. We are privileged to have worked
with very respectable organizations in
multiple industries.

TRUSTED INTEGRATED
MANAGEMENT CONSULTING
Q Solutions
P.O. Box 16048
Doha, Qatar
+974 55822714
bsabir@qsolutions.biz

